
 
 
There are a few different phases to reducing DensePak data.  Here is a synopsis: The scans should first be 
run through CCDPROC to trim them, combine the appropriate scans, and perform zero scan corrections.  
Next they will be flat-fielded and wavelength calibrated with DOHYDRA.  Finally, they will have the 
background sky subtracted with IMARITH.  Two useful resources are the Beginner's Guide to IRAF, 
CCDPROC and DOHYDRA user guides.  The first two can be downloaded as zipped postscript files from 
http://iraf.noao.edu/iraf/docs/ under the names beguide.ps.Z and ccduser3.ps.Z, respectively, and the third 
can be found at http://iraf.noao.edu/iraf/web/tutorials/dohydra/dohydra.html . 
 
 
 
Round One – CCDPROC 
 
1. Place all the images you will be processing in the same directory.  Login to IRAF (cl) and cd to that 

directory.  From the login, go to noao -> imred -> ccdred. This is an IRAF package for processing CCD 
data. 
 

2. Type 
 

     ccdlist  <all scans> 
 



This prints out information such as the image name, size, type, etc.  Check to make sure that the image type 
listed on the right matches up with what the image is supposed to be (zero, flat, target, arc scan).  Input all 
scan by using *.fits or input select files only with an @ file.   
 
3.      Run the routine imhead, which prints out the image header (l+ gives the long version). 

 
imhead  <scan name>  l+ 

 
     The scan used can be any target object scan.  Copy down the values for BIASSEC and TRIMSEC.  
Other useful things to note are the values for the gain and noise, which are probably listed as something 
like GAIN_12 and NOISE_12. 
 
4. Type 
 
     setinstrument 
     hydra 
 
     In the following parameters, make sure that the pixel type is set to 'real real', then exit (with :q).  You 
will then be brought to the ccdproc  params.  For the first run through , you will only be trimming the scan 
to get rid of the bias and overscan areas on each image, so the only things in the second block of parameters 
that should be set to 'yes' are overscan and trim.  Set all the rest in this group (such as zerocor, darkcor, etc.) 
to no.  Set the values for biassec and trimsec to those you found in imhead, or you can just try giving the 
header keywords.  Set other parameters such as function, low_rej, etc. as needed.  Exit with :q 



 
 
 
 
5. Cosmic ray subtraction can be an issue.  If you have many scans, the crreject or avsigclip parameter of 

imcombine will probably be sufficient, in which case you can combine the appropriate scans before 
reducing them.  If you have few scans, the rejection algorithms from combining images probably won't 
cut it, and you'll need a program such as L.A.Cosmic (which can be found at 
http://www.astro.yale.edu/dokkum/lacosmic/ ). 
 

6. Run ccdproc by entering 
 
     ccdproc  <all scans> 
 
     This will make all the scans uniform in size. 
 
7. Combine the zero exposure scans with zerocombine (zerocomb and flatcomb are just more specific 

versions of imcombine): 
 
     zerocombine  <zero*.fits> 



 
You can edit the parameters of zerocombine and flatcombine to change the output file name, cosmic ray 
rejection, etc. 
 
8. Run ccdproc again on the target and flat field scans, this time changing the parameters to perform the 

zero correction, and list the combined zero scan at the 'zero' field. 

 
9. Combine the flat field scans for later use in dohydra with flatcombine by entering 
 
flatcombine  <dflat*.fits> 
 
 
 
Round Two – DOHYDRA 
 
1. From the cl login, go to noao -> imred -> hydra. 

 
2. Prep work.   Find out which apertures are being used and which are not.    Two very useful tasks for this 

are apfind and apedit.  Apfind will try to find apertures automatically.  Simply enter 



apfind <scan> 
then tell it how many fibers you want it to find at the prompt and you will be able to see where each 
fiber is listed (using a flat scan might be helpful).  It is possible to rearrange and delete fibers with this 
program- see the help file for a full list of commands.   

  apfind 
 
 
 



 apedit 
 
 
     Check the headers of files in the database directory (which should be inside the directory you're 
currently working in) for the aperture (i.e. fiber)numbers and their corresponding beam numbers for the 
scans.  Check to make sure that the beam numbers are correct for the listed apertures. 
 
3. DensePak and Hydra are somewhat similar, but they are ultimately different instruments.  The beam 

numbers in Hydra include dedicated sky and flat fibers, but DensePak is just arranged in a block of 
fibers, so none are able to be placed as dedicated arcs, flats, etc.  Instead, separate scans are taken with 
the whole array pointed at  
a. 'uniformly' illuminated surface (dflat scans) 
b. A lamp that has known spectral lines for wavelangth calibrations (arc scans) 
c. Separate sky/background scans for later subtraction (sky scans) 
Thus DensePak really only uses two settings: 1=object(used) and -1=unused for each fiber. 

 
 
4. Make an aperture identification table that lists each aperture and its corresponding beam number.  The 

format is as follows: 
aper1  beam1 
aper2  beam2 
aper3  beam3 
aper4  beam4 
etc. 

 
     There should be one pair of aper# and beam# per row, with a space separating them. 
 



5. Make an arc assignment table that lists each target scan to be used, and the corresponding arc scan that 
will be used for each one (it will probably be the same for all scans if they were taken around the same 
time).  Check the available arc scans (SAOimage ds9 is good for this) to find the best one(s).  The 
format of the table is similar to the apid table: 
target1  arc1 
target2  arc2 
target3  arc3 
etc. 

 
     Also make a file that lists all the arc scans to be used like so: 
     arc1 
     arc2 
     arc3 
     etc. 
 
6. Edit the parameters of dohydra (with epar) and change the values in the following fields (see the help 

file for a more comlete description of the fields): 
 
apref (aperture reference spectrum) - it's helpful to use a flat field scan that has been identified and 
saved with apfind 
flat (the flat field spectrum) - use the combined flat scan 
arcs1 (list of arc spectra) – this is the table of arc scans to be used 
arctabl (arc assignment table) 
readnoise 
gain (note: readnoise and gain can be listed as their name in the file header) 
fibers 
width  
minsep  
maxsep 
apidtable 
 
Also make sure that objbeams is set to a value of 1.  For now just worry about flat fielding- set fitflat 
and dispcor to 'yes', with the rest of the corrections (scatter through skyedit) to 'no'.  You can set clean 
to 'yes' if you have already made a bad pixel map (with L.A.Cosmic, etc.).    



 
7. Edit the parameters of params to change many settings for the reduction by entering 

epar params 
These are all important, so check the help file (i.e. 'help dohydra' at the command line) to find out more 
about what they do. If the data come out of dohydra looking funny, it's probably because of a wrong 
setting in these parameters. 



 



8. Run dohydra and follow the prompts: 
 
dohydra <target scans> 
 

9. Your newly flat-fielded and wavelength-calibrated scans will be output as <original name>.ms.fits 
Re-run dohydra as many times as needed for different target scans, wavelength calibrations, etc. 
 

 
Round Three – Sky Subtraction 
 
This is very simple in theory.  And we have an advantage over regular Hydra data: each fiber has a 
different throughput, so subtracting a separate scan made solely out of background sky will be better than 
applying one fiber's sky spectrum to the others.  You will add the sky scans together, scale down the 
intensity to match the target scans, then simply subtract the sky from the targets. 
 
1. Combine all the sky scans and remove cosmic rays using imcombine: 
 
     imcombine  <scans to combine, can be an @ file>  <output file name> 
 
     You can use imcombine's cosmic ray rejection or use a separate program such as L.A.Cosmic. 
 
2. If your sky scans and target scans are of different length (e.g. 300 seconds and 700 seconds), you will 

need to divide all scans by their integration time to get them in terms of counts per second.  The raw 
images are just a measure of counts.  Use  
imarith  <sky scan>  /  <integration time>  <output file name> 
Note: when you do this, you will lose your signal-to-noise information. 
 

3. Using imarith, scale down the emission line intensity of the sky scans to match that of the target scans.  
Pick one prominent line that you can easily identify in both sets of scans, and try to figure out how 
much you need to scale for that line – you can use ds9 to find some starting values for the lines.  First 
you should pick out one prominent night sky line that you can easily identify in the target scan and the 
sky scan.  Figure out how much stronger (or weaker) the line is on the sky scan than on the target scan.  
Then divide the sky scan by that amount and it should be scaled fairly well.   
 
imarith  <input>  <operator>  <operand>  <output> 
 
Example:  
Say that a certain night sky line has a value of 2 on the target scans and 5 on the sky scan.  The sky scan 
is 5/2 = 2.5 times as strong as the target scan.  To scale the sky scan down, you would divide 5 / (2.5) = 
2, which is the value of the target scan: 
imarith  Sky.fits  /  2.5  sky0.4.fits 
will make make an image called sky0.4 that is the same as Sky, but only 0.4 ( = 1 / 2.5 ) times the 
intensity.  You can also just do it without creating a new image by giving the same file name for the 
input and output. 
 

4. Subtract the combined and scaled sky scan from the target scansusing imarith.   
 
imarith  <input target scan>  <operand (in this case a minus sign)>  <input sky scan>  <output file 
name> 
 
Example: 
imarith  obj0003.ms.fits  -  Sky.fits  obj0003.clean.fits 
 

 


